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Free TV Over The Air: Choosing And
Using An HDTV Antenna (Keys To Cut
Cable TV Book 1)

Is it time for you to cut cable TV?Millions of Americans have cut cable TV in the last few years. They
enjoy more freedom, more control and more money. Are you ready to join them?I have yet to meet
anyone who has cut cable TV, who decided to go back. Iâ€™m sure there are a few,
somewhere.This is book one of the Keys to Cut Cable TV series. Free TV Over the Air: Choosing
and Using an HDTV Antenna Trust me, you have no idea how good of a picture your TV ix capable
of until you hook up an HDTV antenna. Once you do, you will be amazed.For some people an
HDTV antenna is their whole cable cutting solution. Most people use it as one part of their
solution.This book answers the following questions:What can an HDTV antenna do for you?What
type of antenna is best for your situation?Are their any tips about antenna placement that can
improve your results?Can you piggyback on the cable companies work and make a single antenna
serve all the TVs in your home? Getting an HDTV Antenna may be your whole solution to cut cable
TV. It may just be one part of your cable cutting solution. It has been a piece of the puzzle for many
of those millions of Americans who have cut cable TV. Get your copy of Free TV Over the Air:
Choosing and Using an HDTV antenna today and Cut Cable TV in 7 Days. The keys to cut cable TV
series gives you the information you need to know to make your preferred cable cutting solution
work for you. If you want information on all the best cable cutting options, in one place â€œThe
CTRL+ALT+DEL Plan: Cut Cable TV in 7 days.â€œ features all the information in the Keys to Cut
Cable TV series. Whichever option is right for you. Isnâ€™t it time for you to Take Control, Find
Alternatives and Delete your cable TV bill?
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From the guy who knows everything about cutting your reliance on the cable guys, this book zeros
in on one method -- using an HDTV antenna. Lots of information, clearly written and obviously won
from experience. If you aren't sure what method you are going to use, get the original book -- The
CTRL+ALT+Delete Plan.

I had done some research online and so there really wasn't a lot of new material in this book for me.
If I hadn't done the research though this really would have helped, and it is still helpful to be able to
turn to this for information rather than having to look for it online. Things are presented clearly, easy
to understand. There are also links in the book.

Before reading the book, I already invested in a lower priced antenna and wanted to give up
because I wasn't picking up as many channels. this book cleared a few things up for me and I'm
going to invest in the amplified antenna and set it up properly. this is good stuff if you just want your
basic channels without the monthly bill.

I thought I was in a strong local tv signal area this showed me how to verify that. As my computer is
already connected to my HDTV and my computer monitor is the only other HDTV in the house it
makes my choice simple. By the way, when I designed my house I placed the home office on the
other side of the wall that has the main HDTV. I added comcast triple play to get reduced total
billing, but, the phone got so many telemarketers I disconnected it and just relied on cell phones that
we had any way. I also purchased my own modem that I preferred to comcasts. Seems like I was
planning the change all along, I wasn't I just kept deleting poor performing features.I wish there was
more discussion on internet only wired service and what I would need to record tv programs. Do I
now need a TiVo? This would add considerable expense, perhaps this would be outside the subject

line.

This book added a few more details than the Ctrl+Alt+Del book. I was happy for the additional
information. This book covered the setting up of a physical antenna so you can receive over the air,
broadcast TV signals.
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